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ation
The essays
e
appeearing in th
his special issue
i
of Inttegral Revieew are seleections from
m the
proceedin
ngs of the 2010 Californ
nia Institute of Integral Studies (CIIIS) Founderrs Symposiuum on
Integral Consciousne
C
ess. This ann
nual symposium providees a forum foor CIIS com
mmunity mem
mbers
and frien
nds to exchan
nge and deeepen their un
nderstandingg of integral consciousneess, its evoluution,
and its reelationship to
o the currentt planetary challenges
c
annd transform
mational proccesses. Eachh year
the Symp
posium coveers one or tw
wo major theemes, as welll as several other themees pertinent tto the
integral world
w
view and
a its interfface with acaademic disciiplines. One of the majoor themes of 2010
was integ
gral educatio
on.
Contriibutions to this issue are
a by a cro
oss-section oof CIIS com
mmunity meembers incluuding
administrrative leaderrs: Presidentt Joseph Sub
bbiondo and Academic V
Vice President, Judie Weexler;
three facculty membeers: Matthew
w Bronson, Ian Grand, and Kaisa Puhhaka; tw
wo alumni: A
Anne
Adams and
a
Christiaan de Quin
ncey; and tw
wo current students: M
Maureen Doolan and A
Adrian
Villaseno
or-Gallarza. There is alsso an essay by Lynda L
Lester, an aactive practittioner of inttegral
yoga wh
ho was a gu
uest presenteer. The topiics range thhe full gamuut from inteegral philosoophy,
ontology
y, epistemolo
ogy, methodo
ology to ped
dagogy.
The editor’s
e
intrroductory arrticle gives a summary
ry of the fo
founding vission, as weell as
ontologiccal and episstemologicall principles of the inteegral framew
work expounnded by Haaridas
Chaudhu
uri, founder of
o CIIS and his
h key collaaborators.
Joseph
h Subbiondo
o gives a briief account of
o the historyy of CIIS annd its predeccessor instituution,
the Ameerican Acadeemy of Asian Studies, focusing onn several keey foundingg figures off both
institutions. He argu
ues that the role played by these unnique instituutions of higgher learningg has
been cru
ucial in the cultural
c
life of San Fran
ncisco Bay A
Area, and nnow continuees to promoote an
integral, whole-perso
on approach to higher ed
ducation.
ho has lead and facilitatted the facuulty discussiions on integgral educatiion at
Judie Wexler, wh
CIIS in the last nin
ne years, ex
xplores the concept
c
of iintegral eduucation as a way to prepare
mplex, rapidly
y changing global
g
envirronment in w
which they w
will be livingg and
students for the com
working. She conten
nds that educcation must help studentts focus bothh internally and externaally if
they are to
t be effectively prepareed. The expeerience of CIIIS is used aas a case study to discusss key
dimensio
ons of integraal education
n.
Matth
hew Bronson
n showcases an integral approach too education through thee lens of a ttransdisciplinaary graduate-level class on “Sexu
uality and L
Language.” The class bbrought toggether
students from six sep
parate acadeemic program
ms and drew
w from a widde array of pperformativee and
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arts-based modes of inquiry to create a deep context through which to unpack the complex
relationships between language and sexuality.
Ian Grand draws on some key principles of integral philosophy, embodied spirituality, and
transformative action in the world, to make a case for a creative emergence in this historical time
of new possibilities of being and becoming. He stresses that the conditions, practices and tools of
the historical era in which we live shape us as we shape them and writes that what becomes
important in practice is to learn tools and perspectives that expand our ability to participate in the
making of the world.
Kaisa Puhakka explores the tension between two movements in human evolution—shifting
and settling—where shifting breaks out of existing structures and conceptual moorings and
settling solidifies the movement of evolution into structures. Both are seen as essential aspects of
the evolutionary process, but a bias for settling is noted among living creatures. She argues that
for humans shifting arouses anxiety whereas settling promises security. She calls for a correction
of this bias in the educational process to help realign human consciousness and culture with the
rest of nature and cosmos.
Maureen Dolan examines some of the main topics in the works of Sri Aurobindo and Haridas
Chaudhuri regarding the philosophical bases for an integral understanding. She describes
concrete ways to introduce the integral paradigm into practice in the U.S. through an example of
a particular undergraduate course she teaches at DePaul University in Chicago titled: Body,
Mind, Spirit: Yoga and Meditation. Her introduction includes a brief description of the cultural
milieu of 21st century American realities, identifying some of the conditions which can serve as
impetuses to integral thought and action.
Anne Adams explores the critical role education plays in the attitudes and behaviors in our
everyday experiences and introduces Integral education as a catalyst for transformation, moving
our emphasis in education from gathering knowledge to growing consciousness through a
paradigm shift which would fundamentally alter where our attention is focused—from having
and doing to being.
Adrian Villasenor-Galarza addresses the need to incorporate often ignored perspectives and
formulations derived from the “deep south” into the field of integral education as currently
practiced at CIIS. The deep south—the metaphorical conglomerate of wisdom ascribed to the
global south and associated epistemologies—is used as a broad framework from which he
proposes, through the exploration of shamanic practices and symbols, the creation of an
organizing vertical metaphor, a North–South axis of dialogue.
Christian de Quincey argues that the details of evolution or the structures of the brain are
irrelevant to the study of consciousness. He maintains that science informs us only about the
physical world whereas consciousness is non-physical and, therefore, there are no ontological
leaps possible. He explores how we may account for the fact that consciousness exists in an
otherwise physical universe.
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Lynda Lester believes that the chasm between spirit and matter is bridgeable as predictable by
Sri Aurobindo’s integral philosophy, which states that the entire universe is a manifestation of
consciousness. She argues that science has changed our view of matter as solid and objective, to
a view that is more complex and which includes the possibility that consciousness has a part in
manifesting reality. She makes a case that some of Mother Mirra Alfassa’s experiences in
bringing supramental consciousness into her body bear similarities to the discoveries of quantum
physics.
These writings provide an opportunity for the reader to become familiar with an example of
how integral philosophy, epistemology, and pedagogy are currently understood and practiced at a
pioneering institution of higher learning that aims to embody and practice a holistic world view
in its overall approach to education. Despite the clarity of the founding vision, the actual
processes of articulation and praxis of a whole-person approach to education are still in their
infancy and are a perpetual experimental work-in-progress.
In the integral view, human beings are considered to be transitional beings and not a final
product of evolution. It is hoped that this continual process of reflection on learning and praxis
will facilitate the goal of educating and integrating the total person: attainment of wholeness of
individual personality, and the collective fulfillment of human purpose on Earth.
Bahman A.K. Shirazi,
San Francisco,
June 2011
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